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Ultrasound Technique for Prediction of Statistical Characteristics
of Grid-Generated Thrbulence
T. A. Andreeva* and W. W. Durgin t
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Massachusetts 01609

Ultrasonic measurement techniques can be used to determine some characteristics of turbulent flows. In this
work measurements of the difference in propagation times of ultrasonic waves along two paths are combined
with the Kolmogorov (j )-power law to study characteristics of grid-generated turbulence. The paper focuses on
ultrasonic measurements of turbulent flow using the travel-time technique. The present research is of interest
from two points of view. First, it demonstrates an ultrasonic method of investigation of turbulence, and second, it
furthers understanding of the effect of turbulence on sound propagation.

I.

Introduction

very comprehensive review of theoretical and experimental work
done in the area of wave propagation in random media can be found
in Tatarskii,9 Rytov et a!., 10 and Ishimaru. I I More recently, the prob
lem of pulse propagation in inhomogeneous and random media be
came of interest in applied science and has been investigated using
different approaches by different researches (Ref. 12 and references
therein). Although a large number of atmospheric measurements
were made, they suffered a lack of reliability and accuracy in ad
dition to poor characterization of the turbulence. The problem of
phase fluctuations is equivalent to the problem of finding the auto
correlation functions of these fluctuations, which involves enormous
amounts of experimental data and a large amount of computational
work. From the repeatability of experiments point of view, it is
much more complicated and time-consuming to conduct outdoor
experiments compared to those performed under convenient labo
ratory conditions. The break through in the problem of measuring
flow parameters in a turbulent medium was made by Schmidt and
Tilmann J3 and Schmidt 14 who discovered the possibility of mea
suring flow parameters noninvasively and without perturbation by
means of ultrasound. Johari and Durgin 15 reported a number of ap
plications that extended Schmidt's initial work. Specifically, they
investigated unsteady flow about an airfoil, the trailing vortex from
a delta wing, and swirling free-surface flows.
During the past 25 years, ultrasonic technology has progressed
very rapidly in improving flow measurement performance and re
sulted in the development of the equipment capable of measuring
the very small time differences associated with changes in the ultra
sound wave propagation time. A description of ultrasonic metering
can be found in LynnwOIth. 1 The study of the transmission and at
tenuation of the signal and noise mechanism performed by Brassier
et a1. 16 gives us a defined choice of the frequency at which ultrasonic
transducers can be operated. In their work authors presented inno
vated prototype of the ultrasonic flow meter using optimal choice of
ultrasonic frequency, the design, and the "echo process." With im
proved technology we are now able to measure volume flow rate and
other flow parameters in pipes and conduits reliably and accurately
in laboratory-scale apparatus.
A theoretical basis of the present work is based on well-known
Kolmogorov law, derived purely from the dimeii:sional analysis.
Namely, it states that the velocity fluctuations at two different points
are proportional to the distance between these points to the power
~, and therefore sometimes it is called"~ law.',J7-19
Our interest is concentrated on the effect of turbulence on sound
wave propagation. The random changes of flow parameters pro
duced by turbulence are very rapid and affect the sound propagation.
This area of research lies on the boundary between acoustics and
aerodynamics.
The research has a two-fold purpose: first is the application of
travel-time ultrasonic techniques for data acquisition in the grid
generated turbulence produced in a wind tunnel, and the second is
to compare an analytical expression for phase fluctuations based on
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ECHNICAL advances of ultrasonic flow metering have drasti
cally improved the accuracy of flow measurements. A thorough
description of ultrasonic metering can be found in Lynnworth. I The
technological capabilities developed for the ultrasonic technique
flow measurement, namely, measurement of very small time differ
ences associated with changes in the ultrasound wave propagation,
can be utilized beneficially for turbulent flow diagnostics.
The influence of turbulence on sound wave propagation has been
studied by a number of authors, who conducted a variety of exper
iments and provided a wide range of experimental and analytical
results in this area for the past 50 yeats. However, the experimental
results were not systematically acquired or presented. Furthermore,
early results were not accurate because of poor experimental setups
and technological limitations of timing equipment. For instance, in
the work by Krasilnokov,2 which will be discussed later, the mea
surements were conducted outdoors and assumed that the atmo
spheric boundary-layer turbulence was isotropic. Strictly speaking,
this assumption could not be satisfied during the experiments, which
resulted in questionable accuracy of the results. There continues to
be a strong interest in understanding of the propagation of sound
in an inhomogeneous, moving medium. An analytical relationship
between phase fluctuations in sound and atmospheric turbulence
was first formulated by Krasilnikov 2 Bovsheverov and Krasilnikov 3
and developed further by Chemov. 4 The authors studied the time
structural phase functions at the points of reception in the sonic and
ultrasonic range for various distances from a speaker to a micro
phone and various frequencies of sound as well as the dependence
of the amplitude pulsation intensity on a distance. Substantial work
was performed by Suchkov,5 who investigated the amplitude fluctu
ations of sound at sonic and ultrasonic frequencies. Similar work was
carried out by Herbstreit and Thompson6 and Deam and Fannin,?
where measurements of phase difference fluctuations of microwaves
were made. Although the literature is replete with results of measure
ments of sound propagation through the atmosphere, very few data
are available that include the detailed properties of the atmosphere
at the time of measurements. An attempt to develop comprehensive
theory along with experiment was made by Wiener and Keast. 8 A
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Kolmogorov 's ~ law, with experimental data to validate exp rimen
tal 'etup, Thu , the paper will present the re 'ults of two eries of
experiments on rhe statistics of rime propagation as a function of
distance and propagation velocity,
The plan of this paper is as follow. The methodology i pre
sented in Sec. TI. The experimental setup is described in Sec. HI.
The experimental result and comparisons are discussed in Sec. IV,
and in Sec. V conclusions will be presented.
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Ilowever,.the turbulent velocity fluctuation on which traveltime of
Ihe wave gepends appear as 11 random function of time and position.
'111en, from Eq. (2)
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Based on the Fig. 2, it is seen that

= R[(y', 8), (y", 0)] = R[(y', 0), (y", 8)]
R2 = RICY', 0), (y", 0)] = R[(y', 8), (y", 8)]
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(7)
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Simple geometry for small lJ gives the following:

(9)

L

dy" 6.11 (y')6.u(y")
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(3)

0

where the overscore indicates time averaging. The principal change
III the lotal velocity II is caused by the drift of the turbulence in
tllc mean How, ~o that tile change in the velocity u in the time I
'::111 be represented as the result of a displacement of the turbulence
III a small distance (~(lJ) = UI as shown in Fig. 2 for the case of
l1l'rpenclicular direction of the sound wave. The underintegral term
ill Eq. (3) is
1\11 (y')6.11 (y")

Transducer 2

(I)

0

i

y'

where constant C is the characteristic of turbulence having a dimen
sion of 1 cm 2 / 3 x -1 and R is a distance between the points y' and
y", However, based on the hypotheses of isotropy of the turbulence
the left-hand side of Eq. (5) can be wriLten as folJows:

= U sin f1 -+- 11'[

where 10 is a travel time in the undisturbed media, U is a menn
velocity, c is a sound speed, 1md II' are fluctuations of the mean now
velocity. In Eq. (I) we neglected the terms of order U/C.U 2 /C 2 .
Then, for the time difference we find
6.1

Fig. 2 Sketch for the basic
relations for the ultrasound
mea uremenl.

u

Methodology

In the experimental pal1 of the investigation, the authors use ul
lrasonic pulses traveling along straight paths from a single source
to the receiver, as shown in Fig. I. For the work reported herein, the
sound propagntes a distance Lacross rhe grid-generated turbulence
from a speaker to microphone. The Row-meter equation can be used
10 derive an expression for a travel time of a wave traveling from
lhe speaker to icrophone I) and in opposite direction 12. These travel
limes call be wriuen as
11=

Transducer I

= [II (y', 0) -1I(y', 8)][11 (y", 0) -

u(y", 8)]

= II(Y', O)II(y", 0) -I- uCy', 8)II(Y". 0)
- u(y'. 8)11(/', 0) - lI(y', O)[/(y", 8)

Now making use of the
6.1I(y')6.II(y")

j

law and Eqs, (9) and (10), one obtains

= C 2 {R ~ - Rl}

= -0.5C 2 !2(y' -

y")j - 2[(l-

y"l + 82 ]q

(11)

Subsl illltion of Eq. (11) into Eq. (3) and integration yields the fol
lowing result:

(12)

(4)

'Iii take into account rhe correlation of fluctuation' at different
points of the flow, we use the ~ law obtained independently by
A. . Kolmogorovl7,l~ nnd A. M. Obukhov. 19 Following this law,
III1C may get

in which the con t was determined experimentally in the works by
Obukhov l9 .20 to be equal to three. Then, standard deviation is the
square of distance, agreeing with results of other authors2.19.2o:

(13)

(5)
Tmnsmitter I Receiver

L

DC¢=t=.~>

Transmitter f Receiver
1"Il:. L Sketch ofthewim.l-tunneltestsection with ultrasonic flow meter.

The experiment falls into two parts. First, to validate our ex.peri
mental equipment we usc the data to compare theoretically derived
dependence of the standard deviation of the travel time on the sep
aration distance L. Here we collect data of transit time at constant
mean velocity for nine different distances. Second, we attempt to
estimate the standard deviation of tbe travel time and verify its de
pendence on a mean flow velocity, For this purpose we conduct the
second series of experiments, where we collect data for six differ
ent mean flow velocities. Finally, after validating our experimental
equipment and data we estimate the structure parameter C based on
experimental data and perfonn tbe comparison with experimental
results of research activities carried out in earlier years.
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Experimental Arrangement
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The experiments were carried out in a wind tunnel of 1.15-m
length with a 0.3 x 0.3 m re tangular t t eClion. Thrbulen e was
produced by a biplanar grid consi ling ofa square m h ofaluminum
round rod with diameter of 0.635 cm po itioned 2.54 cm belween
center. The mesh M was thercfore 2.54 em and the grid olidity
wa 0.64. The domain for the data collection was cho en ba ed on
criteria for achievement of isotropic flow developed by Mohamed
and LaRue. 21
In our experiment we have u ed ultrasonic transduccr with a fre
quencyof lOO kHz designed for air applications. Ultrasonic bursts
were generated using a programmable signal generator and a power
amplifier. Received signals were amplified and sampled using high
speed data-acquisition equipment. A transmit/receive switch pro
tected the receiver from transmitted ignal. The enabling pulse is
started by the Ii t po ilive voltage step in the four-pulse burst of
square wave. The burst wa loo-kHz frequency and had 50-mVam
plitude pI' duced by funclion generator, which, in tum, was driven
by a ationalln trument Data Acquisition Card (DAQ). The four
pulse burst was sent to Ihe transducer-transmitter through the am
plifier. Figu.re 3 demonstrates four-pulse burst coming oul of the
transducer-transmitter.
The alional In trument DAQ allows one to detect the burst de
parture Lime extremely accurately. The pulsc was generated with a
repetition frequen y of 500 cycles/so The ultra ound beam, sent by
the first U'ansducer, was received by the second one. The main prob
lem was to measure traveltime e" with a high precision. The analog
data, then, from the second transducer wcre transported to a Com
puScope 820 DAQ with large acqui ition memory and wide analog
bandwidth, which transfomlcd analog dala ro digital data and trans
ferred data from CompuScope 820 card to the PC memory wilh the
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Fig. 5 Magnification of received signal el and transmilled signal
obtained from the digital data.acquiilion system CompuScope 82.
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Fig. 3 Four-putse burst of square shape waves.
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Fig. 4 TypiCal data representation obtained from CompuScope 82G
DAQ, transferred to the PC and proce ed in Excel. ignals el and e2
are received and transmitted signals, respectively.

Block diagram of analog and digital processing.

resolution of 5 x 10-9 s. BOlh DAQ cards were in tailed in ide 1111.'
PC. Digital representation of the expcrim nlD! dala, provided by lh~'
DAQ ' allowed determinntion of the travel lime t. very preci J,
Figure 4 demon trate a typical data repre entation oblained r III
CompuScope 20 DAQ Iran. rerred 10 Ih PC, and proce sed III
Excel. TIle acquisition mte was 50,000,000 samples/so Two iglllli
hown in Fig. 4 are received ignal e, and lransmilled ignal e2. F r
lhi cas the ultrasonic ignal traversed the now perpendicular to 'h
mean flow. pproximately 0.9 m. was required. A magnification (II
the Iran milred and received bu I i hown in Fig. 5. Thc bl k
diagram of analog and digital proces ing i sho\ n in Fig. 6.
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Experimental Results and Discu sion

We consider here a locally i otropic turbulent flow under C II
tant room lemperature. which can be approximately generated h
introducing a grid into a uniform flow. AI a sufficient di lance do\ II
lream from the grid, the flow becom locally isotropic, and a pown
law i applicable. tudies and oritcria that relatc to idcntincalion II
Ihe down rream po ition, where lhe flow becom nearly bOO1I1
g neou , i OLrOpic, and locally i otropic, are described in detail h
Orant and i bit.,22 Corrsin,23 Ubcroi and Wallis,-~'u and Moham 'It
nod LaRue. 21 To coUecl experimental data in nearly i otropic al1ll
homogeneou portion of flow, the location of Iran ducers 8 \ '11
as mean flow speed were cho en ba cd on Ihe criteria tabli Iwd
by Mohamed and LaRue.21 In the present tudy we as ume thallh '
b ic characteri tics of ultra ound propagation in the turbulence III '
determined by slow chang in lhe Slale of medium (mean pecci,
temperature, and density of the air). Under th e condition il I
expedienllo u the method of ray acou tics. Furthermore, ir eelll\
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reasonable that ultrasonic pulses have negligible effect on the tur
bulence because they are at very high frequency, are at low power,
and propagate in very short bursts.
Each transducer acted both as a transmitter and as a receiver.
The differences in transit times along the path were measured and
averaged over more than 700 realizations. For each mean velocity
and separation distance the experiment was carried out, and data
were collected for 45 s. The data file for each measurement was abollt
15 Mb. The transit time for the ultrasound pulse was detennined
from the corrclation function
(14)

where K 12(1) is
tion

1\

cross-correlation function of e, and e2' By defini

time in the presence of turbulence. Figure 9 demonstrates the travel
time standard deviation as a function of traveled distance. The resull
obtained by Obllkhov l9 ,2o predicts standard deviation increase pro
portional to the square root of a distance, which is depicted by the
solid line. Therefore, the experimental.data are plotted together with
L 1/2 curve in order to verify that the standard deviation obtained ex
perimentally indeed is proportional to LI/2. Although the standard
deviation is increasing with distance, the scattering of the data can
be clearly seen. The scattered data must be interpreted with some
caution and cannot be inconsistent with the theoretical analysis, but
rather might be caused by the uncertainty of the mea urements,
which were found to be around 20%.

B. Tran it Time as a Function of Mean Velocity
Por this ca e we have two transducers placed at a distance L
from each other, and the direction of mean flow is perpendicular

(15)
1.4E·03 - , - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Hence, the traveltime I" can be detennined as

(16)

l.3E-03

The numerical computation of the cross-correlation function in
volves the computation of average products among the sample data
values. 26 In the following two subsections we describe experiments
for two different setups performed to verify our experimental data
by comparing it with theoretical estimations. Next, turbulent char
acteristic parameter is obtained on the basis ofKolmogorov's theory
and compared to experimental data.

y.

'!tansit Time as a Function of the Separation Distance L
Figure 7 represents the schematic diagram for the experimental
setup. Nine cases of different distances L were studied. Geometrical
parameter' ure Ii ted in The Table I, and it can be seen that the angle
with res )CCtto the mean now varied '0 that the mean flow component
along th p th al 0 vnricd. The mean velocity during the experiment
was U 3.5 mIs, which corresponded to a Reynolds number based
on the mesh size of Re -::'7 x lo:'. The signal was sent in a direction
opposite to the inlet flow. From theoretical point of view, one can
expect that the travel time will increase with distance. In Fig. 8 the
travel-time data in disturbed medium are plotted along with data
collected in undisturbed medium and compared with theoretical
cstimation of the traveltime without taking into account the effect
of turbulence, namely,/thco",'icol = L/(c - U sin f3). Figure 8 demon
strates the well-expected result of signi ficam decrease of mean travel

n

Table 1 Geometrical parameters
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9.48E· 04

1

I

9.47E-04 -x

X - - ) ( - x ...x~X--X-X-X-)C

of the structure parameter C as a function of a velocity. Evidently,
the constant C increases with mean flow. This result is consistent
with results obtained earlier by Krasilnikov and Obukhov.2.19.2o
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Fig. 11 Averaged travel time a a function orthe mean velocity: t, avo
eraged travel time with turbulence and x, averaged traveltime without
turbulence.
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to L. The Reynolds number based on the mesh size M varies from
4.016 x 103 to 2.0080 X 104 . Following the procedure described
in the preceding cction. the cro '-correlation function K 12 of twO
ignal el, C2 for U = 4 (mi.) ha been obtained and i shown in
Fig, 10. After calculation of the traveltime r for each ample, using
the formula we ca.lculated the averaged time (I) and deviaLion oflhe
transit time u for each velocity. Averaged travel time and deviation
of the travel time are two crucial parameters that carry the most
information about experimental data. As expected. Fig, 11 shows
substantial decrease in (t) as mean velocity increases, A it was
stated in Sec. II, for a standard deviation u theory predicts a depen
denc of (U(t)5/6. Figure 12 illustTa~ that experimental results
are in fairly good accordan'ce WiLh LheoreLical prediclion , namely,
standard deviarion is proportional 10 (U {t)5 /6. After validation of
our expenmenlal result, we can determine the lurbulenl can tant C
from Eq. (13).1n accordance with Eq. (13) WiLh Lhe quantitie enter
ing into thi fomlUia obtained frolll experiment one can determine
the value of turbulent characteri Lie C, Pigure 13 how Lhe variaLion

Conclusions

More accurate and more systematic data regarding ultrasonic
wave propagation through i otropi turbulence have been made in
LItis work. Simple melhodology using ultra onic technique. t gether
with Kolmogorov' (~)-power law h3J been de crlbe.d for diagno. 
Lies of grid-generared turbulent ftow. everal experimenl hl1ve been
performed in a wind tunn I, and experimental data have been col
leeted. The work ha hown that an ultrasonic method can be effi·
ciently utilized for mea uring turbulenlilow in laboratory 'cale.
In the experiment with dil"ferent alue of mean vel ity. lhe ex
perim ntlll results ha indicaled L11:1l lhere is trong dependen •
on the former. Inluilively, it cern . if lhe m an velocity hould
nOl influence the lravel time, being perpenuiculor 10 the ullrasoni
signal propagation path. However, such a conclusion is wrong, and
the derived analytical expression has found its justification in the
numerical experiments.
Good results have been obtained from an experiment for differ
ent distances, where the innuence of turbulence is clearly present.
Despite data scattering. the experimental rctult in this case are
proportional to rhe square of di tance, agreeing with results of other
authors. 2. 19,2o The data scattering can be explain d by two factors:
the accuracy of the travel-time determination and the uncertainty of
other measured parameters. Nevertheless, the behaviors are shown
to be in agreemenl between theory and experimenl.
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